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Mozart can be credited with developing the genre of the keyboard concerto as one of true significance, moving it out of the realm of lighter music for immediate 
consumption, though it took time for the importance for his concertos to be appreciated as a body of work precisely because of this preconception concerning 
the genre. The earliest of them dates from 1767, and the latest from 1791; Mozart’s return to Vienna in 1781 initiated a phase of tremendous inventiveness and 
productivity, as the innovative quality of the piano concertos from this period clearly shows. By the later 1780s the cultural landscape had changed for political 
reasons, entailing a retrenchment and consequent falling-off in the demand for newly composed concertos. The two recorded here, in elegant chamber 
arrangements by Ignaz Lachner, are amongst the later works in this genre, No. 19 dating from 1784 and No. 25 from two years later. 
         The Piano Concerto No. 19 in F, K. 459, which it seems likely was originally intended for one of the subscription concerts in the Mehlgrube in Vienna in 
1785, is sometimes known as the ‘First Coronation Concerto’, since Mozart performed it in Frankfurt in 1790 on the occasion of Leopold II’s election and 
coronation as Holy Roman Emperor, an event which lasted more than two weeks. The composer clearly anticipated great things of his presence in Frankfurt 
(‘My dear! I will certainly achieve something here’, he wrote to his wife, Constanze), and the trip cost him a great deal of money, including the use of a coach 
and the hire of a servant, but it proved unsuccessful, and his concert was ill attended, being upstaged by an imperial lunch and a military parade. 
         As for the concerto itself, one can only marvel at what the potential audience missed. The first movement brings into play flowing figuration in the solo 
piano against the solid martial rhythms of the orchestra, which in fact pervade the entire movement. This dialogue provides a magnificent rhythmic richness as 
part of a dense development section probably unequalled amongst the piano concertos. The second movement is, somewhat unexpectedly, a colourful 
Allegretto which provides a certain continuity of mood with the opening movement. It has a theme with two subjects, characterised by an elegant melancholy. 
The end of the movement has been compared by some to Susanna’s aria in the fourth act of the opera The Marriage of Figaro, written in 1786.  
         Joshua Rifkin discovered that the central theme of the third movement is derived from a theme in Haydn’s Symphony No. 78 in C minor from 1782. In 
fact, the work was written at the time when Mozart was working on his six quartets dedicated to Haydn. Mozart employs startling contrasts of homophony and 
contrapuntal writing, and there is a series of three repetitions of a fugato, developed further the second time. Such technical description does little to convey 
the exuberant joy of the movement, however.  
         The Piano Concerto No. 25 in C, K. 503 dates from 1786, being finished two days before the ‘Prague’ Symphony in D, K. 504. The scoring includes 
trumpets and timpani, but no clarinets, and it was intended for a series of four Advent subscription concerts that Mozart was to give at the casino of Johann 
Trattner. The concerts did not happen, however, and the first performance was probably at a Lenten concert at the Kärntnertortheater in the following year. The 
concerto is long and reflective, the first movement being highly symphonic in conception, full of drama and switching between major and minor modes. In fact, 
it stretches the concerto genre to breaking point; quite apart from the grandiose symphonic dimensions of the first movement, which pits a stately military 
quality in the orchestra against the soloist’s lyrical effusions, the middle movement is also a sonata-form structure, though with no development, and the third 
also dazzles with contrapuntal pyrotechnics within the context of a formal structure that is at once sonata and rondo. The opening theme is taken from the 
opera Idomeneo, and indeed there is an operatic quality to the whole work, a sense of dramatic dialogue, which seems, in spite of its exuberant, dance-like 
ending, to have perplexed audiences and critics for decades after its first performance.  
         The well-travelled Ignaz Lachner’s transcriptions of these concertos show a magnificent grasp of Mozart’s idiom; he had the capacity to reinvent the 
music’s underlying dramatic scheme (one returns once more to the operatic quality so often to be found in these works) within a chamber context. His 
transcriptions, practical as they are from the point of view of encouraging more frequent performance, never sound merely workaday; rather, they respect 
absolutely the originals, incorporating as much of the instrumental detail as is possible but convince the listener that they are genuine chamber pieces. Mozart 
himself was alive to this possibility, and it is difficult not to feel that he would have approved wholeheartedly of Lachner’s versions. The practice of more modest 
arrangements of larger works was in any case common during this period, and Mozart’s concertos were the objects of more than one later arranger’s attention. 
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Mozart Rearranged  
 
The two concertos on the present album are among my favourites in the series. Well, they are all my favourites. There are distinct features, though, in these 
two concertos that sets them apart from the others. On the one side the lesser performed but highly original Concerto No. 19, and on the other side the highly 
popular and grandest of all – No. 25, the so-called ‘Emperor’ concerto. Both concertos are highly virtuosic, filled with bravura writing and true showmanship. 
They also, however, contain some highly witty musical surprises as well as extraordinary magical moments.  
         Rearrangement of music was very common in the 18th and 19th centuries. Bach rearranged music of Vivaldi for study purposes. Liszt rearranged the 
Beethoven symphonies or scenes from various operas to be presented at his concerts. The composer and conductor Ignaz Lachner rearranged 19 Mozart 
concertos, including the two featured on this recording for piano and string quartet with double bass, most likely for the simple pleasure of domestic use – 
having  the opportunity to play these beloved works without the need of a full orchestra.  
         Mozart arranged four of his earlier concertos – Nos. 11 to 14 – for piano with string quartet and double bass. These were the first concertos he wrote when 
he moved to Vienna in 1781. The reason was to make more money by having a version that could be played at home with amateur musicians. The full 
orchestration of these early concertos is rather modest and as a result, a piano and string quintet version is quite amiable and sounds natural. His late piano 
concertos, however, are much more complex, elaborate and rich orchestrally. To incorporate the wind parts into the strings, as Lachner did, is trickier and 
riskier. We are at a danger of losing certain orchestral colours as well as sounding forced when playing material which is suited for winds on strings. 
         Great music transcends time and place. It survived for centuries well beyond the life of its creators, and it can be interpreted magnificently by a musician 
regardless of his or her origin. Can great music also transcend the particular instruments it was originally composed for? I have heard Bach’s music performed 
on different instruments, sounding very convincing. I have yet to hear any piece by Chopin sounding good on any instrument other than a piano. What about 
the music of Mozart? His music is primarily vocal. Even if the instrumentation includes winds and strings, it often tries to imitate the human voice. 
         Mozart’s piano concertos are like miniature operas. The pianist, usually responsible for several characters – Don Giovanni or Figaro, Susanna or Donna 
Anna, the Count, or even Antonio the gardener – is conversing with the strings or the woodwinds, each representing a character in the story. When playing 
with a full orchestra, the pianist’s dialogue with the woodwinds is done while sitting at a distance looking at the conductor. In this current arrangement, as in this 
recording, the storytelling, the conversation is much more intimate and intense. It is chamber music at its finest.  
         Listening to familiar music with different instruments might shed new light on things we heard a certain way. The different orchestral colours, the close 
proximity of the players and the added transparency, might reveal something new in the music which we have not heard before. In such arrangements as 
these, when a full orchestra is reduced to simply five string instruments, we hear many details more clearly. The different relationships, the different tensions 
can tell a different story. I believe that when an arrangement is done with integrity, humility and imagination, the result is delightful, bringing new insights into a 
well-digested score. Such are the arrangements on this recording. 
         The piano part in these arrangements remains absolutely the same as in the original version. Lachner practically incorporated, as much as possible, the 
wind parts into the strings. At times, my distinguished colleagues and I made some minor modifications to Lachner’s version, where we thought it to be more in 
keeping with Mozart’s intensions. 
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         And last but not least, there is a lot to look forward to in these marvellous works. The first movement of Concerto No. 19 is the only first movement which 
Mozart wrote in Alla breve metre, which gives it a quick and light character. The second so-called slow movement has the very unusual marking of Allegretto, 
which prevents it from being really slow. Don’t miss the unexpected changes from major to minor in that second movement. My dear teacher Leon Fleisher 
would say of this minor mode: ‘it hurts so good’. The highly extravagant fugue in the middle of the third movement is a real tour-de-force. In Concerto No. 25 
embrace yourself in the incredible richness of musical ideas featured in the first movement including quotation of the Marseillaise. I find the slow movement to 
be quite enigmatic with one of the more difficult tunes to play which Mozart ever wrote. The third movement, a masterpiece of tremendous wit and technical 
wizardry. In the middle of this ‘chaotic’ movement Mozart has one more trick for us – a new tune, one that is a true mystery of beauty. It is what we call a 
magical moment!  
         I hope you will enjoy this world premiere recording of these Mozart arrangements.  
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Mozart’s return to Vienna in 1781 initiated a remarkable period of inventiveness and productivity.  
In late 1784 he wrote the Piano Concerto No. 19 in F major, a work Mozart performed in Frankfurt on 
the occasion of Leopold II’s election as Holy Roman Emperor and which is notable for its rhythmic 
vivacity and sense of colour. In 1786 he wrote the Piano Concerto No. 25 in C major – a work that 
stretched the concerto genre considerably with its operatic qualities and dramatic dialogue. Ignaz 
Lachner’s ingenious transcriptions show a complete grasp of Mozart’s idiom, incorporating much 
instrumental detail and reinventing the music’s underlying dramatic scheme within a chamber context.
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